


Situated along L.A.’s prestigious “Golden Mile,” The Liddel is perfectly suited for 
making the most of the Southern California lifestyle. Just beyond the front door, 
a world of art, culture, cuisine and entertainment awaits. The very best of L.A.’s 
Westside is within close reach, from culinary favorites to sleek and stylish 
hotspots; from the beaches of Santa Monica to the nearby, world-famous Rodeo 
Drive. From its central location, bordering L.A.’s Platinum Triangle, The Liddel 
offers an effortless lifestyle experience, whether setting out to work, play, dine 
or explore.

Location

The Liddel is the latest residential offering from 
visionary developer, Palisades, featuring 
common areas designed by interior architect, 
Jamie Bush. 

A unique integration of classic style and modern 
detail is on display, as pattern and movement 
set an architectural rhythm that invites life and 
energy to the common spaces. 

The Liddel is a place where design is meant 
to elevate the living experience as rich colors 
and textures mix with organic, natural qualities 
to create an alluring and refreshing atmosphere 
that embodies the casual, California model 
of living.

Design



Featuring a collection of 56 residences, The Liddel offers an unexpected blend of classic 
sophistication and contemporary vision. The Residences on floors two through five feature 
one and two-bedroom floor plans, ranging up to 1,851 square feet in size, many with 
luxurious master suites and private terraces. The Terraces, situated on the sixth floor, feature 
flawless indoor/outdoor design and 1,031 to 2,537 square feet of open-concept living.

The Penthouses are the pinnacle of refinement, featuring one to three bedrooms and up to 
2,706 square feet of open-plan living, many with private rooftop terraces.

Prices start from $900,000 to $4,000,000.

Residences
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